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Dear Customer

As you are aware, we have now entered a third national lockdown and we felt that it is appropriate at this time, to again provide 
advice to ensure that you can open your doors back to the public without delay and with your beer quality unaffected. 

The information below gives critical advice on how to manage your outlet’s dispense system to minimise disruption when 
restrictions are lifted and your business can re-open. Following this advice will avoid the strong possibility of extensive delays to 
your reopening due to possible irreparable damage to the dispense equipment.

Current Dispense Status Next Steps

Beer left in lines

Clean lines as normal then leave in Guardian

OR 

Clean lines as normal and blow water out of lines

Cleaned lines but left in water

Clean lines as normal then leave in Guardian

OR 

Clean lines as normal and blow water out of lines

Cleaned lines and blown water out

Clean lines as normal then leave in Guardian

OR 

Clean lines as normal and blow water out of lines

Cleaned lines and left in a Guardian solution No action required
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As a reminder, here are the instructions to help with the Next Steps:

How to obtain Guardian 
Beer Line Protector

https://proton-direct.co.uk/product/guardian-beer-line-protector-2-5kg 

email: direct@proton-group.co.uk

Telephone: 01924 892 834

How to blow water out 
of the line (following 
line clean)

• Carry out standard line clean on all dispense lines

• Once final water flush is completed, open all dispense taps which will pull air through the system  
   from the empty cleaning bottle

• When no further water residue comes from nozzle, close the dispense tap

• It is important this is carried out on every tap

If for some reason you cannot source Guardian Beer Line Protector, it is very important that you clean and blow water out of the 
lines, and repeat this process every two months. 

Under no circumstances leave the lines soaking in water, as it may go stagnant, causing irreparable 
damage to the python and associated equipment, resulting in tainted beer – and delay your outlet 
opening.

I hope that these instructions are clear, if you have any questions regarding this or did not receive the original communication, 
please do not hesitate to contact our Technical Services Team (Innserve) on the following Freefone number: 0800 0854646.

Yours sincerely

Jason Hobden 
Head Of Technical Services 
Carlsberg Marston’s Brewing Company


